
COACH JOE BEER PPO MAX TEST

Rider Name: Power System/Bike used:
BodyMass: Name of helper :
Date/Time: Helper signature:

Time @ Watts tick when started COACHES NOTES

0 100
1 120 HRmax = 
2 140
3 160 Z3 =
4 180
5 200 Z2 = 
6 220
7 240 Z1 =
8 260
9 280 SPRINT/10TT
10 300 STANDARD/25TT
11 320 HALF/50TT
12 340 FULL/100TT-12h
13 360
14 380 PPO (watts, watts/kg) =
15 400
16 420 SPRINT/10TT
17 440 STANDARD/25TT
18 460 HALF/50TT
19 480 FULL/100TT-12h
20 500
21 520

All © Copyright J.Beer MCMXCIII, MM.

THE TEST
1. This is a gradual progressive increase with no pauses or sudden sprints .
2. Start at 100 watts. Increase by 20 watts every minute as instructed by your helper.
3. Your helper should click LAP at the end of every 1 minute BLOCK and say the time and next efort to target
and repeat this instruction at 20/30/45 secs for example 
“Okay it's 260 watts now you're 8:30 into the test” 
4. Have the helper keep verbally pushing you even you when start a workload you know you will fail. You stop
when you consistently fail to hit the power and cadence drops or breathing distress forces you to stop. Go into
an 10 minute recovery at low wattage.
5. Save the fle and email the ORIGINAL (.ft) fle from your device to jbst.com@mac.com 
6. Take a picture of the bike, power system and this sheet and e-mail them.
7. As a thank you to your helper I will happily analyse their max test sheet and advise on training zones but
not provide a full programme.

BEFORE TEST
1. Insert new batteries in the HR chest strap. 
2. Calibrate the Power System before starting the test. 
3. Set computer device to show you: Time, power (3/5 sec av). 
4. Heart Rate or average Power should not be visible. 
5. You may ride for up to 15 minutes at below 100 watts to prepare. 6. There
should be no eforts of sprints in the warm up.
7. Have a fan directed at you to reduce heat build up.

In using this form you agree to terms at: www.CoachJoeBeer.com
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